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Zack Delacruz is unnoticed at his middle school—and that’s just the way he likes it. But a school
assembly, a typhoon of spit, and an uncharacteristic moment of bravery are all it takes to change
everything. Suddenly Zack is in charge of the class fundraiser. Worse, his partner is the school’s
biggest bully! If they don’t sell all the chocolate bars, there will be no dance for the sixth grade.
Zack never wanted to be a hero, but with his classmates’ hopes on the line, can he save the day?

“Zack is a relatable narrator and embodies the middle school experience. The steady pace
makes this novel a solid pick for reluctant readers.” — School Library Journal“Zack . . . is a
sympathetic narrator, and Anderson spiritedly renders the voices and personalities of preteens,
many of Mexican descent, in a blue-collar section of San Antonio, Tex. . . . [A] pleasantly
satisfying finish.” —Publishers WeeklyAbout the AuthorAbout the Author:Jeff Anderson is the
author of Mechanically Inclined, Everyday Editing, 10 Things Every Writer Needs to Know, and
Revision Decisions. Zack Delacruz is his debut middle grade novel. Jeff grew up in Austin,
Texas, and learned to love writing by journaling and crafting stories to entertain his friends over
the phone. A former elementary and middle school teacher, Jeff travels to schools across the
country working with teachers and students to discover joy and power in the writing process. Jeff
lives with his partner, Terry, and their dogs, Carl and Paisley. Find out more about Jeff at
writeguy.net or follow him on Twitter @writeguyjeff. Jeff lives in San Antonio, TX.About the Cover
Illustrator:Tad Carpenter is a children’s book illustrator, designer, graphic arts teacher, and
cofounder of Vahalla Studios, a screen printing studio whose clients include Myspace, Ray-Ban,
Polo, John Mayer, The Shins, Wilco, and Neil Young. He lives in Kansas City, MO.About the
Interior Illustrator:Andrea Miller is an illustrator, a children’s book designer at Sterling Publishing,
and a graduate of The University of the Arts in Philadelphia. She lives with her wife, her six
bookshelves, and a box of ink and brushes. Zack Delacruz is her first children’s book. Find her
work online at andreacmiller.com. Andrea lives in Brooklyn, NY.
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The Dave, “Kinda boring. It's a good story it's just that it gets very boring and repetitive with Jose
always making fun of everyone trying to be funny.”

aimee haisten, “Jeff Anderson debuts with a fun, energetic. Jeff Anderson debuts with a fun,
energetic, and timely novel. The characters are diverse and they grabbed my attention from the
get go. I love how Zack's life is far from perfect, and his problems seem very real. There were
times in the book where I just shook my head and thought, 'Zack is such a boy!' I could picture
this exact story happening in our own middle school. It's a quick read and one that I think many,
many young readers will enjoy. When will we see Zack again? I can't wait for his next adventure!”

Denise Holland Davis, “You will fall in love with Zack. This is a must read for any 4th - 8th grader!
You will fall in love with Zack. It is easy to relate to one of the characters in the book. It took me
back to my middle school days and the experiences I had. I giggled my way through the book
and cannot wait for the sequel. My kids LOVED reading this book! In fact they voted it as their
favorite read aloud this year. Jeff Anderson hit it out of the park with Zack Delacruz!”

Whitney La Rocca, “I loved this book because it was REAL. I loved this book because it was
REAL. I felt like I was back in middle school again and laughed out loud throughout the book.
The teachers cracked me up even more that we got to see them through the eyes of the
students. I didn't enjoy reading much in middle school, but if I had found an easier funny book
like this one, maybe it would have been different. Thank you, Jeff, for writing something fun!”

Sue Cavanaugh, “So funny!. I was reading it to my nephew, and I broke out laughing when Jose
told Zack that Janie was his "Lay Day" - and my nephew and I laughed without being able to
stop for a long time. Just one of the beautiful moments. To experience all of Zack's emotions
along with him in all their intensity, then to let it all go with laughter -- what a salve for my weary
soul!”

MHG, “Good. Good book”

Ebook Library Reader, “LOVE ZACK!!!. This is a fun, funny, very relatable and apropos read for
4-8th graders. I read it with my 10 year old twin boys and we all laughed out loud while cheering
for sweet Zack. Well done Mr. Anderson! Can't wait to see what kind of mess Zack gets into
next...”

The book by Robert H. Countess has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 116 people have provided
feedback.
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